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Abstract. This paper presents a preliminary climatology of
tornadoes and waterspouts in Catalonia (NE Iberian Penin-
sula). A database spanning 60 yr (1950–2009) has been de-
veloped on the basis of information collected from various
sources such as weather reports, insurance companies, news-
papers and damage surveys. This database has been sub-
jected to a rigorous validation process, and the climatology
describes its main features: timing, spatial pattern, and trends
in the tornado and waterspout distribution. Results show the
highest concentration of tornadoes from August to October,
the highest density in the heavily populated coastal areas and
a growing positive trend that is likely more closely linked to
an increase in observation and perception rather than a real
climatic trend.

1 Introduction

Tornadoes and waterspouts are violent convective weather
that has been documented unsystematically for centuries.
However, in recent times, these vortices have had a much
greater social repercussion than in the past. Indeed, although
in past decades these phenomena were likely to have been
at least as frequent as we currently observe them to be, it
has been felt that they represent a phenomenon not only
rare, but unusual (in the sense of alien). Therefore, they in-
cluded adjectives such as “tropical”, “small”, “weak”, and
sometimes described events as cyclones, or hurricanes. Re-
cently, an increase in use of the term tornado has occurred
in the mass media, particularly in the press. The number
of news items about tornadoes or waterspouts has increased
along with items on other natural hazards in Catalonia (NE
of the Iberian Peninsula) (Llasat et al., 2009a, b). This may
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be caused by the interest of its population in unusual phe-
nomena, such as tornadoes. Indeed, this Spanish Mediter-
ranean region is frequently affected by heavy rains and flood-
ing, strong winds and sea storms and forest fires (Piñol et al.,
1998; Camuffo et al., 2000; Llasat, 2009). However, in spite
of tornadoes and waterspouts being less frequent and the area
affected much smaller, the relative impact in the media (mea-
sured by the number of news items and the ratio between
the number of headlines per event) is greater (Llasat et al.,
2009b).

The selected study region is Catalonia (NE of Iberian
Peninsula), because of it is one of the Spanish regions where
the largest number of tornadoes has been recorded. It also
has a very high population density: more than 7.5 million in-
habitants in a region of 32 000 km2, although more than 60 %
of them live near the coast. A third factor in the selection of
this region was that any detailed climatology of tornadoes
and waterspouts for this region has been built now and it is
presented here for the first time. This paper also presents
the first analysis of this database that spans the period 1950–
2009.

Prior to the period of study, some tornadoes and water-
spouts were described by contemporary or subsequent nar-
ratives, including these phenomena within their accounts
(i.e. Blokland, 1965). But, sometimes, they included a myth-
ical or supernatural assessment, as in the case of a tornado
near Montserrat presented by Hoinka and Castro (2005), or
the severe whirl cited as a snake in the historical work written
by Juan de Mariana (1737) as a “precursor” of the defeat of
Hannibal against the Roman army around the mouth of the
Ebro River (c. 205 BC).

New technologies applied to photography, telephony and
document delivery have enabled a large number of cases that
otherwise would have gone unnoticed and unrecorded, but
are now taken into account. An interest in meteorologi-
cal topics is manifesting itself by an increasing number of
weather forums and websites on the internet. Also, many
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groups now exist for the purpose of chasing storms, with spe-
cial attention to tornadoes, information about which is regu-
larly posted on the internet. Usually they are made up of
amateurs (i.e., not professional scientists) with various de-
grees of training and basic knowledge about the matter, so
that the use of such information for scientific purposes re-
quires some caution. Thus, information that some years ago
was mainly from the press now comes from diverse channels.
This wealth and variety of information sources also produces
inhomogeneities in the database that have to be recognized
and accounted for in any analysis of those data.

Most scientific work about tornadoes in Catalonia is de-
voted to the analysis of specific cases. Most of the pa-
pers on the phenomenon center on the meteorological fac-
tors that produced the tornadoes (see among others, Gayà
and Redãno, 1996; Ramis et al., 1997; Homar et al., 2003;
Aran et al., 2006; Bech et al., 2007). The oldest and most
complete systematic work bringing together data about tor-
nadoes in Spain refers to the Balearic Islands (Gayà et al.,
2001), although data about tornadoes in Spain have also been
collected and analysed (Gayà, 2005). All the databases show
a positive increase in tornado frequency that is most likely
more related to a change in the perception level of the pop-
ulation, rather than to actual climatic change. This is not
a problem unique to Catalonia or Spain (see Doswell and
Burgess, 1988; Brooks et al., 2003)

It can be difficult occasionally to separate the damage
caused by a tornado itself from that caused by other associ-
ated hazards such as heavy rains, hail or windstorms. In some
cases, tornadoes or waterspouts also occur during situations
of mixed winds and torrential rain (Bech et al., 2007). That
was the case, for instance, in the event of 12–15 September
2006, during which flash floods, hail, strong wind and tor-
nadoes were recorded on the Catalan coast (Barnolas et al.,
2008). Likewise, on some occasions, damage produced by
a downburst can be confused with that produced by a tor-
nado (Doswell, 2003).

In order to assess the spatial and temporal distribution of
tornadoes, a high quality, systematic database about torna-
does is necessary. Unfortunately, this kind of database is
not easy to obtain, because it requires detailed information
about damage, meteorological observations and tornado re-
ports that must be subjected to stringent quality control. The
goal of this paper is to develop and present such a clima-
tology of tornadoes and waterspouts in Catalonia and the
surrounding sea. Following a description of the process of
building the database, the paper focuses on the resulting tem-
poral and spatial distributions of the phenomena and some of
its characteristics, as well as offering possible processes that
can account for the observed variations in temporal and spa-
tial distributions over the last decades.

 

 
 
 

Figure 1. Example of the impacts produced by a downburst: diffluent damages to trees caused 
by a microburst (a small downburst) embedded in a wide downburst produced on September 

9th, 1992, in Ciutadella de Menorca (Spain), and seen from helicopter survey (photo © Miquel 
Gayà) 

Fig. 1. Example of the impacts produced by a downburst: diffluent
damages to trees caused by a microburst (a small downburst) em-
bedded in a wide downburst produced on 9 September 1992, in Ciu-
tadella de Menorca (Spain), and seen from helicopter survey (photo
© Miquel Gaỳa)

 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Example of the impacts produced by a tornado: collapsed farm caused by a tornado in 

Espluga de Francolí (Spain), on August 31, 1994 (photo © Miquel Gayà) 
 

Fig. 2. Example of the impacts produced by a tornado: collapsed
farm caused by a tornado in Espluga de Francolı́ (Spain), on August
31, 1994 (photo © Miquel Gaỳa).

2 Database and criteria

Tornadoes and downbursts are distinctly different phenom-
ena, but are not always easy to distinguish when they have
not been observed directly by an expert. Effects on the
ground are usually quite different, but in some cases small
damage over restricted areas may not be sufficient evidence
to distinguish between them (Figs. 1 and 2). Another diffi-
culty in classifying this kind of severe weather (when torna-
does and waterspouts are distinguished) is when a waterspout
arrives at the coast and becomes a tornado; in this case it
could be classified as tornado or as waterspout. Those facts,
as well as the potential simultaneous occurrence of tornadoes
with other hazards (i.e. downburts, floods, Fig. 3), must be
taken into account in construction of the database.
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Figure 3. Example of simultaneous occurrence of tornadoes during an event that also recorded 
heavy rainfalls and floods (Barcelona Airport, Spain).  Fig. 3. Example of simultaneous occurrence of tornadoes during

an event that also recorded heavy rainfalls and floods (Barcelona
Airport, Spain).

The database has the following characteristics and criteria:

1. The complete database includes tornadoes, waterspouts,
funnel clouds, and all phenomena that can be confused
with the former. However, the data used in this work
contains only tornadoes and waterspouts that have been
checked and can be confidently classified as such.

2. The period covers 1950–2009.

3. The geographical area of study is Catalonia (NE of
Spain)

4. The first 30 yr of the database have been compiled pri-
marily from information consulted in weather and his-
torical archives and newspaper collections (Spain’s Na-
tional Library, National Library of Catalonia, etc.). The
field surveys to clarify the type of phenomenon involved
and their relevant characteristics intensified over the pe-
riod 1980–2009, and especially since 1990. Bearing in
mind that this can lead to some inhomogeneities, some
analyses have been developed only for this second pe-
riod.

5. Each event has been characterized by the date, UTC
time, latitude and longitude of the touchdown and lift-
off points (tornadoes), town or locality affected closer to
the path, trajectory, intensity value assigned according
to the Fujita scale, and other information on the impacts,
such as casualties and damage cost. It also includes nar-
rative descriptions or key words used to characterize the
atmospheric phenomenon and other subjective assess-
ments provided by the source of the report.

6. If a waterspout touches the shore, the event is consid-
ered only as a tornado. If several waterspouts have been

Table 1. Number of tornadoes and waterspouts (and number of
days in which one or more tornadoes and waterspouts have been
observed) for the two subperiods considered.

1950–1979 1980–2009 TOTAL

Cases Days Cases Days Cases Days

Tornadoes 13 13 84 67 97 80
Waterspouts 6 5 56 53 62 58

observed in the same event and in the same area, they
have been recorded as one unique waterspout event. On
the other hand, each tornado has been recorded individ-
ually in such multiple tornado events.

7. The geographical coordinates of the waterspouts are ap-
proximate, except in very specific cases in which they
were located by triangulation of images taken from dif-
ferent locations. For tornadoes whose damage was not
investigated on the ground, or in cases where the jour-
nalist’s description is not sufficiently clear, the coordi-
nates that have been assigned are those of the urban cen-
ter closest to the trajectory.

With these conditions, the final database used in this pa-
per contains 97 tornadoes and 62 waterspouts events suffi-
ciently referenced and checked. Consequently, from a total
of 159 vortex events recorded over or near Catalonia, 39 %
of them are produced over the sea and never touch the shore.
It is important to clarify that the complete database contains
243 phenomena. Although this is the best database available
for Catalonia, it could be affected by the intrinsic problems
discussed in Doswell (2007).

3 Temporal distribution

In order to recognize the geographical distribution of risk and
the representativeness of the available database, two periods
of thirty years each have been considered: 1950–1979 and
1980–2009. The great increase in number experienced in the
second period (Table 1) may be very much influenced by im-
provements in observation and identification.

The number of reported waterspouts and tornadoes has in-
creased over the past 60 yr (Fig. 4). In fact, the period 1980–
2009 shows a significant increase. After the mid’-90s, the
major interannual variability observed could be the typical
kind associated with rare events. The distribution shows an
average of one tornado per year in the period 1950–1980, in-
creasing to 1.4 cases per year in the period 1980–2009. How-
ever, the number of tornadoes increased to about 5 cases per
year in the early interval of 1995–2009, a value that would
be above the two tornadoes over land, in average per year,
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Figure 8. Temporal evolution of the annual number of tornadoes and waterspouts recorded in the period 
1950-2009. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Temporal evolution of the annual number of tornadoes and waterspouts recorded in 
the period 1950-2009. 
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Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of the annual number of tornadoes and waterspouts recorded in the period 1950–2009.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Monthly distribution for tornadoes and waterspouts in the complete period 1950-2009 
in Catalonia. One tornado and one waterspout from the total sample cannot be classified due to 

the lack of information. 
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Fig. 5. Monthly distribution for tornadoes and waterspouts in the
complete period 1950–2009 in Catalonia. One tornado and one wa-
terspout from the total sample cannot be classified due to the lack
of information.

suggested by Dotzek (2003). This increase is not necessar-
ily associated with a true increase in tornadic activity, how-
ever, but rather represents an increase in the detection and
recording of tornadoes in Catalonia. As already mentioned,
new technologies applied to photography, mobile communi-
cations, and the internet have allowed detection of a large
number of cases that in the past, likely would have gone un-
reported and undocumented. This consideration is especially
notable in the case of waterspouts.

Figure 5 shows that the 96 tornadoes and 61 waterspouts
recorded during the period 1950–2009 in Catalonia were
mainly concentrated in the months of August, September
and October. This seasonal distribution shows a shift to-
wards summer in comparison with the autumn-winter dis-
tribution obtained for the Eastern Mediterranean (Sioutas et
al., 2005; Sioutas and Keul, 2007). If we define the tornado
season as that which includes 66 % of all cases, the tornado
season would start on 12 August and end on 15 November,
with a duration of 96 days (period 1980–2009). When wa-
terspouts cases are taken into account, the waterspout season
would last 89 days, starting on August 16 and ending on 12
November. If the period considered were 1950–1979, then in
spite of the smaller number of cases (13), the season would
be longer (113 days), starting on 29 May and ending on 19
September. This implies a major dispersion of the interan-

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. Hourly distribution of tornadoes and waterspouts for which this information is 
available (1950-2009) 
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Fig. 6. Hourly distribution of tornadoes and waterspouts for which
this information is available (1950–2009).

nual distribution of tornadoes and a shift towards the spring.
However this result is not representative, owing to the un-
derestimation of tornado frequency in the first 30 yr of the
series.

This concentration in late summer and autumn has also
been observed in Italy (Giaiotti et al., 2007) and Portu-
gal (Leit̃ao, 2003), in contrast to a spring frequency max-
imum in United States and other European countries such
as France (Paul, 2001), Germany (Dotzek, 2001) or Ire-
land (Tyrrell, 2003). This seasonal concentration is most
likely due to the inertia of sea surface temperature in the
Mediterranean, in conjunction with the changes in the lati-
tude of strong westerlies and the track of travelling synoptic-
scale cyclones, and coincides strongly with the seasonal
flash-floods distribution in the region (Llasat et al., 2010).

Most tornadoes occur in the hours when the development
of convection is at its peak (Fig. 6), in the early afternoon (be-
tween 12:00 and 15:00 UTC), with a secondary maximum
between 06:00 and 09:00 UTC. This result matches that
obtained for the time distribution of hail events in Cat-
alonia (Ceperuelo et al., 2009) and Mesoscale Convective
Systems (Rigo and Llasat, 2007). However, it is some-
what anomalous when compared with other countries as Ger-
many (Dotzek, 2001) and the rest of the Iberian Peninsula
and the Balearic Islands (Gayà et al., 2001), where the max-
imum tends to occur later in the afternoon.
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Figure 7. Contours of tornado occurrence density for the periods 1980-2009 (a) and 1950-1979 
(b). The interval contours are 1 case/0.5ºx0.5º latitude longitude. 
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Figure 7. Contours of tornado occurrence density for the periods 1980-2009 (a) and 1950-1979 
(b). The interval contours are 1 case/0.5ºx0.5º latitude longitude. 

Fig. 7. Contours of tornado occurrence density for the periods 1980–2009(a) and 1950–1979(b). The interval contours are 1 case/0.5◦
× 0.5◦

latitude longitude.

Waterspout records (Fig. 6) show an obvious preference
for the daytime, and they are most frequent late in the after-
noon. Only a few cases were observed in twilight time or in
low light or special conditions, and none at night. This may
simply be an observational bias, of course.

4 Geographical distribution

The distribution of tornado density in Catalonia for the pe-
riod 1980–2009 (Fig. 7a) is based on the number of tornado
touchdowns in each 0.5◦

× 0.5◦ latitude/longitude box, as-
sumed to apply at the box centroid. Figure 7b shows the
same kind of distribution for the period 1950–1979. In order
to have a good representation of the tornado density near the
borderlines, data from the rest of Spain were deemed to in-
clude Portuguese cases (P. Leitão, personal communication,
2009) but not cases in France. Thus, the contouring avoids
crossing the Pyrenees, although the density is known along
the French border next to the sea.

The observed geographical distribution is strongly influ-
enced by two very different factors: proximity to the sea and
population density. These two factors combine in the area
near the city of Barcelona, so this region has the maximum
density of tornadoes in Catalonia. By contrast, areas ”free”
of tornadoes are located inland, and mainly near the Pyre-
nees. The fact that the minimum density of tornadoes is in
the Pyrenees and surrounding areas could actually be a lower
frequency, but low population density may be an important
factor. If a tornado occurs well away from an urban area,
there is a high likelihood it will not be reported and docu-
mented. This tornado distribution is very similar to the flood
spatial distribution obtained by Barnolas and Llasat (2007)
for the 20th century (Fig. 8), but there are some subtle dif-
ferences, the most important of which is the absence of tor-
nadoes in the western Catalan part of the Pyrenees, probably

due to its orography and its continental climate. The com-
parison shows that a secondary maximum in flood distribu-
tion observed in the Northeastern part of Catalonia, where
the highest precipitations amounts are also recorded, is not
observed in the case of tornadoes for the period 1980–2009.

The waterspout distribution shows the highest density lo-
cated near the populated areas of Barcelona (Fig. 9) dur-
ing the period 1980–2009. Similarly, the few waterspouts
recorded in the period 1950–1979, are scattered near the
coastline. Note that the contours in the waterspout distri-
bution near the bottom of the figure are influenced by the nu-
merous cases near the Balearic Islands (located about 250 km
to the South-East). Since the number of waterspouts sighted
from remote parts of the coast is very low, the maximum
observed frequency remains close to the Catalan coast. As
with tornadoes on land, the condition of being “observed”
apparently plays a major role in the waterspout distribution.
However, there is a difference between both distributions that
merits a comment. The maximum frequency of observed wa-
terspouts is south of Barcelona, whereas the maximum of
tornadoes is north of the city. This difference cannot be ex-
plained by the population distribution and sea activities (fish-
eries, sportive, commercial and so on), and it may reflect an
actual characteristic of the spatial distribution. Similarly, we
have classified those phenomena that do not end as tornadoes
as waterspouts; this difference could be due to a minor num-
ber of tornadoes starting in the sea and ending inland or an
absolute major number of waterspouts.

If instead of distinguishing by the type of severe
weather (tornado or waterspout), we combined both the
tornado and waterspout databases (Fig. 10), the location of
the maximum density of convective vortices would be bet-
ter detected. In any case, the region to the southwest of
Barcelona is the peak in the spatial distribution. In effect,
although this is a “sensitive” area because the existence of
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Figure 8. Number of flood events by municipality for the period 1901-2000 (Barnolas and 
Llasat, 2007).  
 

Fig. 8. Number of flood events by municipality for the period 1901–2000 (Barnolas and Llasat, 2007).

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 9. Waterspouts occurrence density contours in the period 1980-2009. Red inverted 
triangles are the plotted waterspout in the period 1950-1979. The interval contours are 1 
case/0.5ºx0.5º latitude longitude. 
 

Fig. 9. Waterspouts occurrence density contours in the period
1980–2009. Red inverted triangles are the plotted waterspout in
the period 1950–1979. The interval contours are 1 case/0.5◦

× 0.5◦

latitude longitude.

the Barcelona airport (Fig. 3), and industrial and technolog-
ical clusters and residential areas are located in it, the north-
ern part is also very vulnerable, owing to the high population
density and industrial activity. Then, some factors related to
the tornado hazard should be considered.

10
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1

 
 
 
Figure 10. Density contours of vortex events (tornadoes and waterspouts) for the period 1980-
2009. The interval contours are 1 case/0.5ºx0.5º latitude longitude. 
 Fig. 10. Density contours of vortex events (tornadoes and wa-

terspouts) for the period 1980–2009. The interval contours are 1
case/0.5◦× 0.5◦ latitude longitude.

5 Tornado characteristics

During the period 1950–1979, the tornado path length was
not given in newspaper reports. Although locations (or mu-
nicipalities) affected by the tornado were occasionally ref-
erenced, this deficiency in the information doesn’t permit a
value to be assigned to the length for this period. Therefore,
Fig. 11 has been prepared solely from the information de-
rived from field surveys or reliable descriptions of the route
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Figure 11. Tornadoes path length distribution (1980-2009). Only those cases with reliable 
information have been considered.   

Tornado path length (22 cases)

18%

32% 50% <1 km
1 to 5 km
5 to 10 km

Fig. 11. Tornadoes path length distribution (1980–2009). Only
those cases with reliable information sources have been considered.

followed by the vortex. Thus, the number of cases with avail-
able data is small (22 instances), which means any statistical
analysis of the data can not be considered reliable.

The majority of this small sample of Catalonian tornadoes
has a path length<5 km. In fact, half of the cases were less
than one km (Fig. 12). Moreover, the direction of these tra-
jectories shows a tendency to move westwards. Indeed, for
most tornadoes in Spain, the predominant direction is from
the SW, as in most countries of the Northern Hemisphere.
However, in the case of Catalonia, the majority of tornadoes
(75 %) have a trajectory from south to north and southeast to
northwest. This suggests that low levels of the atmosphere
mainly determine the direction of tornado movement. Ac-
cordingly, if atmospheric instability comes from situations
with westerly or southwesterly flow at middle and upper lev-
els (guided, for instance, by a trough or depression over the
Iberian Peninsula), the induced low-level flows set in Catalo-
nia tend to be from the south through the east. This synoptic-
scale flow, moreover, is the thread that affects the sea breeze
on the Catalan coast. This conjunction could be also an in-
gredient that promotes the helicity of the lower atmospheric
layer.

As regards the intensity of tornadoes in Catalonia, only
39 cases have been classified. The majority of tornadoes are
weak (Fig. 12) and only 13 % can be characterized as F2. In
the studied period, no F3 or greater tornado affected Catalo-
nia.

Radar imagery has been available since 1996. Nowadays
the region is covered by a network of four C-band meteo-
rological radars from the SMC (Meteorological Service of
Catalonia) and one radar from AEMET (Spanish Meteoro-
logical Service), but none of these radars has Doppler capa-
bility. Consequently, these images do not allow direct recog-
nition of supercellular signatures in those thunderstorms that
generated tornadoes or waterspouts. Only a few hints in a
few cases have been identified (Bech et al., 2007, 2011),
showing that the vortex was associated with a multicellu-
lar storm, an observation corroborated by the visual anal-
ysis of other events. This would indicate that most of the
tornadoes were generated by non-supercell storms. Also,
the short path lengths, and the fact that more than 30 % of
1980–2009 tornadoes in the region were the result of wa-
terspouts that reached the coast, would suggest that the tor-

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12. Distribution of tornadoes recorded in Catalonia (1950-2005) following the Fujita 
scale.  
 
 
 
 
 

Fujita scale (39 cases) 

13%

44% 43%
F0
F1
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Fig. 12. Distribution of tornadoes recorded in Catalonia (1950–
2005) following the Fujita scale.

nadogenesis mechanism for most of the recorded events is
that proposed by Wakimoto and Wilson (1989) and Brady
and Szoke (1989).

6 Conclusions and discussion

A database containing 97 tornadoes and 62 waterspouts that
affected Catalonia over the period 1950–2009 has been built
up and analysed. It is the first climatology of tornadoes
and waterspouts for such a long period in this region. This
database has been subjected to strict quality control.

The main conclusions show that the region with a higher
frequency of tornado events is located close to the metropoli-
tan area of Barcelona. The higher frequency of water-
spout events is detected near the coast placed at the SW of
Barcelona. Tornadoes and waterspouts are more frequent
from middle August to middle November. The diurnal dis-
tribution is somewhat anomalous when compared to other
countries and the rest of Spain, because most tornadoes occur
in the early afternoon, with a secondary maximum between
06:00 and 09:00 UTC. Usually they are weak tornadoes and
only 13 % of all cases can be considered as F2. The major-
ity of tornadoes recorded in Catalonia have a path length less
than 5 km.

The variations observed in the temporal and spatial dis-
tributions do not appear to be caused by the effects of cli-
matic changes. Rather, these changes are most likely the re-
sult of a change in the social uses of space, and above all,
changes in communication and the presentation of informa-
tion to the public. The attention of newspapers is usually
focused on stories of interest to readers. As most of those
readers are urban residents, the news contains information
with a marked urban character. Obviously, when the at-
mospheric phenomenon is remarkable, very violent, or has
caused casualties or major damage to human structures, the
media pay more attention to it than in cases with no casual-
ties and little damage. For the years 1950–1979, the infor-
mation came mainly from the press, so the reports are few
in number. As attention to severe storms has increased with
time, the number of stories about such storms has increased
as well. Since the 1990s, and especially since the presence
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of the internet, the news has taken on a remarkable immedi-
acy. Internet users post news very quickly and, furthermore,
these items remain posted for a considerable time, allowing
for comments and changes, something that rarely happens in
more traditional media.

But this significant increase in the news does not mean that
all such events are being reported and documented today.
In fact, internet users are mostly urban. The most densely
populated areas, most notably near the city of Barcelona,
generally have the majority of recorded events,. The fre-
quency of reported events has increased considerably beyond
the frequencies over the period 1950–1979, and sightings
have also been reported in the large cities of the other three
provinces (Girona, Tarragona and Lleida). In more sparsely
populated areas of the Pyrenees, there are no records of tor-
nadoes in either of the periods. Virtually uninhabited or used
as industrial land in the first half of the twentieth century, the
coast has experienced strong urban and tourist pressure be-
ginning the 1970s. This fact implies a vulnerability increase
and also an enhanced likelihood for tornados and waterspouts
to be observed and reported. It is difficult to detect possi-
ble effects of climate change among all these complicating
factors. However, a comparison with precipitation and flash
floods evolution in the studied region underlines the potential
large impact of the societal factors in the observed increase.
It is noteworthy that no trend in heavy rainfall distribution
has been detected, despite a positive trend in flash flood fre-
quency (Llasat et al., 2010).

Although the influence of human presence seems to be an
important factor in the increase in sightings of these vortices,
we do not believe it to be the only factor in the particular geo-
graphical distribution observed in Catalonia. In effect, some
geographical areas have features that allow a wind field with
sufficiently low level of helicity (a measure of the amount of
rotation found in a storm’s updraft air) to favour tornado for-
mation. The orography and changes in intensity or in wind
direction at lower levels of the atmosphere, among other fac-
tors, may cause a substantial increase in helicity (Maddox,
1993). Probably the sea breeze with a wind from the S or
SE plays an important role in combination with a situation
of atmospheric instability and SW flow in middle and upper
levels. The zones with high vortex frequency are determined
by dynamically favorable meteorological conditions in con-
junction with low-level air having a long trajectory over the
warm western Mediterranean (Doswell and Bosart, 2001),
especially in autumn.

Gaỳa et al. (1997) identified four relevant configurations
at 500 hPa, when Balearic events were considered. In all
cases, a cut-off-low or a deep trough was present. These
meteorological situations can usually produce heavy rainfall
somewhere in the western Mediterranean. A similar synop-
tic pattern was also described by Martı́nez et al. (2008) in
their classification of intense rain episodes. The maximum
located near Barcelona city, mainly towards the South, coin-
cides with the region with the maximum yearly contribution

of convective precipitation (Llasat et al., 2005), a factor that
is not related to the population distribution. In this region,
the precipitation recorded between May and November has a
convective contribution of above 50 %, value that decreases
to less than 40 % in Pyrenees region. It is worth noting that
the coast, and particularly the region near Barcelona, also
records the maximum flash-flood frequency (Barnolas and
Llasat, 2007; Llasat et al., 2010). The presence of two moun-
tain ranges almost parallel to the coast can release the poten-
tial instability, and the feeding of warm and humid Mediter-
ranean is a key factor in producing severe weather in Cat-
alonia. The ingredients of deep moisture convection can be
focused synergistically when the low flow impinges perpen-
dicularly to the Catalan ranges (Doswell and Bosart, 2001;
Llasat, 2009).

Future research on relevant configurations at synoptic and
mesoscale factors that produce tornadoes in Catalonia will be
developed. Finally, it is important to add that this database
is not finished; new findings could drive the introduction of
new tornado events.
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